
FireHawk™ Rescue Belt
Emergency Egress for Firefighters



Understanding that “protecting the
protector” has been our calling for 90 years,
MSA works hard to provide you with the
most safety features available on any
SCBA. The new Rescue Belt is another
example of our emphasis on your safety.

The MSA Rescue Belt is an emergency
egress system designed to help firefighters
rappel to safety, should they become
trapped in an upper-story of a building. 

The Rescue Belt comes complete with the
appropriate rappelling hardware and
rescue line, and meets the NFPA 1983-2006
edition standard on Fire Service Life Safety
Rope and System Components. 

MSA’s exclusive Rescue Belt is 
YOUR latest SCBA safety feature.

Designed for use as an integral part 
of any MSA MMR Air Mask (with Vulcan™,
AirFrame, or M7 carrier and harness), 
it’s the only system that meets both the 
NIOSH CBRN and NFPA 1981-2007 edition
SCBA standards. 

The complete system is capable of a 1,000
pound static load, exceeding the NFPA
minimum requirement of 300 pounds. 
It is available in two waist sizes and two
rescue line lengths.

The Rescue Belt can be ordered as an
option on new SCBA or an individually 
sold component for upgrading your 
existing MSA SCBA. 

A Kevlar rescue line rated to
3,000-pounds static load.

A pull-to-release knot at
the end of the rescue line
allows users to quickly
detach the line from their
SCBA after rappelling.

A 6-hole descender, 
for a smooth and 
controlled rate 
of descent.

** Outer cover (not shown) is made of
Advance® material for resistance 
to abrasion, heat and flame.

A shock-absorbing 
rip-stitch lanyard 
to protect the 
rescue line from
impact loads.

A Kevlar waist belt
for superior strength 
and resistance to 
heat and flame.

A simple storage 
configuration, allowing 
the line to be repacked 
in less than 10 minutes 
without the use of tools.

A double-action 
waist buckle to 
protect against 
accidental release

A tamper-evident label 
to help ensure the correct
packing of the rescue line
by trained individuals.

Rescue Belt Features

A large easy-action carabiner
for singlehanded operation 
with a gloved hand.

A large closed-cell lumbar pad 
for maximum comfort and support.

Ordering Information
Description
Rescue Belt, 50 foot Kevlar Line, 10052766
Standard Belt (56'')
Rescue Belt, 50 foot Kevlar Line, 10071003
Mid-Size Belt (66'')
Rescue Belt, 50 foot Kevlar Line, 10052767
Long Belt (76'')
Rescue Belt, 75 foot Kevlar Line, 10052768
Standard Belt (56'')
Rescue Belt, 75 foot Kevlar Line, 10071004
Mid-Size Belt (66'')
Rescue Belt, 75 foot Kevlar Line, 10052769
Long Belt (76'')
Video CD for the 0105-127-CD
Rescue Belt Instructions

Note: This Bulletin contains only a general description
of the products shown. While uses and performance
capabilities are described, under no circumstances
shall the products be used by untrained or unqualified
individuals and not until the product instructions
including any warnings or cautions provided have been
thoroughly read and understood. Only they contain the
complete and detailed information concerning proper
use and care of these products.
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